AUCTION VALUER
Like to be out and about?
Send your application in!
SDL Auctions

Chester

What we do
SDL delivers national coverage across the board, in surveying, mortgage services, auctions, property
management, lettings and estate agency. In all areas, our revolutionary spirit has the customer at its
heart. We are one of the UK's largest property auction networks, helping corporate and private
customers buy and sell residential, commercial and agricultural property and land. Passionate about
providing customers with sensational service, we strive continuously to find ways of making their
life easier and better through improvements and innovations that are shaping the future of our
industry.

What we care about
Revolutionising our customers' experience is what drives us each and every day at SDL. We thrive on
shaking up the industry and doing what it takes to make customers' lives easier and better. Because
they deserve more and we want to be the ones to wow them.
We believe our greatest asset is our people and by empowering them to make a difference our
people can become the best they can be.

Your life as an Auction Valuer
With support from the Director of Residential Auctions, you will be responsible for growing the
business by securing new properties to place into Auction. You will build great working relationships
with everyone you encounter; your knowledge and persona will offer our new customers the
reassurance they need to put their trust in SDL. You’ll have a commercial edge, able to spot
opportunities to understand market trends and look ahead to drive the business forward.

AUCTION VALUER
What you'll do
•

Love our Customer! You’ll be that friendly face to our customers throughout the auction
process from valuation to advertising to sale! You’ll effectively manage their expectations
ensuring they have every confidence in SDL Auctions.

•

Dare to be Different! You’ll be tasked with growing our auction network using whatever
strategy you see fit to build long lasting trusting relationships.

•

Make it Better! Your local knowledge and experience will offer reassurance to clients and
customers alike, you will identify and explore any opportunity to improve our customer and
client journeys utilising feedback wherever possible to streamline processes.

Who we're looking for
We want to find a self-motivated, experienced property professional with a customer focus who
has:
•

Excellent communication skills enabling great working relationships with internal and
external stakeholders enhancing brand reputation

•

Experience of using sales and marketing techniques to grow the business and secure lots
for Auction

•

The ability to spot future trends in the industry, building the relevant business case to
continue to drive the business forward

•

Eligibility to work in the UK and everything it takes to successfully complete preemployment screening

And, ideally, but not vitally:
•

Residential Auctions experience

How to apply
Write an email telling us why this job’s got your name on it. Attach your CV. Press send
recruitment@sdlgroup.co.uk

